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Vocabulary List

Ban          Bill          Cherished          Disbanding          Fatally
Galvanized  Gridiron     Memorial          Outlawing          Proclaimed

Glossary

Ban: verb; to prohibit, forbid, or stop.

Bill: noun; a form or draft of a proposed statute or law presented to a legislature, but not yet enacted or passed and made into a law.

Cherished: verb; to hold or treat as dear; feel love for.

Disbanding: verb; to break up or dissolve.

Fatally: adverb; in a matter leading to death or disaster.

Galvanized: verb; to startle into sudden activity; stimulate.

Gridiron: noun; a football field.

Memorial: noun; something designed to preserve the memory of a person or event.

Outlawing: verb; to make unlawful or illegal; prohibit.

Proclaimed: verb; to announce or declare in an official or formal manner.